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Abstract. General topologically invariant microscopical expressions for quantum
numbers of particle-like solitons ("skyrmions") are derived fbr a class of (2+l)D models.
Skyrmions are either half-integer spin fermions with odd electric charge or integer spin
bosons with even charge. So they cannot be Anderson's spinons or holons. Genelal
results are exemplified by a square lattice model reminiscenting high-ft models.
It was conjectured by P.W.Anderson [t] that unusial pa^r'ticles spinons ancl holons
nlay exist in condenscd tnatter. Spinons are neutral ferrnions- wil,h spin i/2 while
-holons are spinless bosons with drarge e. In polyacetylene, which
is (l+l)D systern,
solitons realy have such quantum nurnbers [2]. In (2+l)D case it is intersting to consicler
particle-like solitons of d-fielcl. Ib describe
[3] cluanturn numbers of "skyrmions"
- sphere
skyrmion let us rnap (o,y) plane on the
52 by stereographic projection. 'I'he
skyrrnion configulation is the hedgehog configuration of ri-field on the sphere 52. At tfie
(r:'y) plane this configuration loolis as follows: ri is down at tlre center', ii is up at the
infinity and thele is a concentric dornain wall in between.
Quantum numbers of skyrrnions can be calculated in a general fonn [4], [5] for a
class of rnodels which have the action
S(rp(fJ, ti(f,))

6;-r(ri,

fz):

:

?'r

f dtrrrlt,'rt'+(ri)G-t(,i,

?i)rh{ri),

G;t(f,,',.r) + dt,i(f,t) +',;(',tr)] Git(fr,'*r).

(1)
(2)

Ilere ri1,r'-, a.r'e (2+1)D space-tirne coordina[es (continuous or discrete), /(r=) ir an electron annihilation operato., d-l is the iuvelse Green function taken in tire real-space
representation, d are Pauli matrices which a.ct on tlrc spin indices of electrols. Matrix functions Go-l and Gll ate the coefficients of clecomposition of the inversecl Grceu
fulct'ion G-l over the unil, and the Pauli spin matrices. Irunctions Gs 1 and Gll have
translational symmetry appropriate to unilbnn or periodic potential, while ri(fl is any
vector function slowiy varying in space-time with the constrain lii(r-)l = l. l'r.ace is
taken over spin and other inclices of electrons rvhich are assurned. The system of units ,
rvltere e, I and c are set to unity, is used. Dirnensional factors are restored only in final
forntr

la"s.

Physically action (i), (2) describe electrons which clo not interaci betrveen each
other bul, intcract with cxteural ri- fielcl. So (1), (2) is typical r-uca.n-field action lvhich
frecluently a.pl)ears in rvea,li-coupling moclels. Sorne ptxrylc tly to clescril)e cvcn strongly
correliltecl electrons by eflective action of this type.
Norv let us pcrforrn functional integration over t/(r] field ald find efl'ective action
S"ll(;t(4) for ii-field. This action coutain the term
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'I'he coeflicient C]t is given lrlj by the following expression
(4)

In lbnnula (4) rve use Green funcliou (2) il the morncntum rcpresentatiou G(1.:) rvith
field set to uniforn-r distribution ;t(f) - iio = C-, whele 4 is a unit vector along
z-axis in spin space. Integral (4), taken ovcr momellta and frecluency, is a topological
invariant of the matrix function G([). It takes integer values. As was shown in [6]

ri(i)

sltylurious have spin
Sl

:

Cgr.l2

(5)

and corlesponding statistics. 'fhus they rnay have either fenniou or boson but not
fractional statistics depending on the parity of integer (a). .Taking into account that
G(i) is cliagonal in spin inclices expression (4) can be rewritten as

Ct - AI(G') + If (Gr),

(6)

rvhere Gll(t:; = C;11[;+ 2ci1(f).
To {ind electrical charge of the skyrrnion the electromagnetic potential Ar(rl is introducccl iu (1) in siandard way. After functiorra.l integration over fermions trvo aclclitioual

to (3) ternrs appeal in -t1y(ri({,,,t,,(f))'
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ovet zls lve find expression for the electric charge of the skyuniou:
e*

Varying

gP
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we fincl noncliagonal component of conductivity

o,v =

Ceez

(e)

lh.

Microscopical ex1>ressions lbi' C2 and Cs are as follows [a], [5], [?]:

.

Cz: N(Gr) - {(Gr), .

Ct

=

Cr

:

rf(Gr)+ r{(Gl).

(10)

From (10) we see that fermions always have odd charge while bosons have even charge.
So skyrmions cannot be spinons or holons.
Now let us consider a palicular model where C1,C2 and, G have non-zero values.
It is*square laftice model with the peliod dorrbling in both directions. Green functions
Ci"([), cv =T,l cau be exparrcled over Parrli matrices r- which a.ct on the <loublet ol
electrorrs

(d(l;,

Ar),

r!(k, + r,kn + r)):
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In (13) the teun proportional to tr
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(13)

describcs electton hopping between the nearest
J describes current density waVe that is

neighbouling sites. The temr proportional"to
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It was suggested in
[8] and recently discussed in [9]. With J : tr and iz : M : 0 model (ll)-(l$) is
very close l,o the "flux phase" model [10]. But in weak coupling limit ielation between
J and t1 is arbitrary. The term proportiona.l to 12 was suggested in [lU and describe
staggering hopping amplitude between the next-nearest neighbouring sites. This term
breaks macroscopical time-reversal and inversion symmetries of tlre model. T[e terms
proportional lo fuIo, suggested in [t2], describe staggering site energy. There are charge
density wave rvith the amplitude ($+ M)12 and spin density wave with the amplitude
(Iu\ - fuIt)|z in the model. Polarization of SDW is determined by ri-field, which is set
to the constant value tio: 4 in (11)-(13).
Applying the methods of [a], [5] and [7] to model (11)-(19) we find: N(G,]=sign(r2)
rt lu2l > lyLl and N(G,) : 0 otherwise. Let lMl > lM1l. Then from (10) it follows
that in the region l?trl> lM1 lskyrniions ale neutral bosons with spin h, in the region
ln4rl a l?trl < l&lllskyrrnions are fermions with spin i/2 and charge e, in the r."gi""
l2trl < f-&Igl skyrmions are neutral bosons rvith spin 0. It Mo:0 aircl J has opposite
signs for spins up and down then skyrmions are spinless bosons with charge 2e. In
this case the staggering currents are the spirr currents and their polarization is given by
fi-field.
spontancous staggering currents along the links of square lattice.
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